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Summary! 
Wow, what a finish for the 2014 Spring Season! Four exciting Finals, and plenty of 

exciting action!  See all the details for each of the divisions below, and congrats to all the 

winners and runners-up – great season! 

 

See all the Finals Pictures HERE (and FREE to download!): 

http://legends.smugmug.com/LittleLegendsBasketball/Finals/Spring-2014 

http://legends.smugmug.com/LittleLegendsBasketball/Finals/Spring-2014


Grades 3/4 Division 
 

The undefeated Knockouts faced The Heat for the 2014 Spring Championship game. The 

Knockouts dealt the Heat’s sole loss in regular season play; Needless to say, the Heat had 

been building and one game would determine if the Knockout’s perfect record would lay 

in ashes or be permanently seared into the Little Legends Annals as the undefeated 2014 

spring champions! 
After an uplifting rendition of the Star Spangled Banner, Head Coach Fairbank 

introduced his players to the electrified fans.  He called out:  Alex “The Bull” Akbari, 

Johnny “The Knife” Fairbank, Zach “Hit Man” Hasan, Henry “The Widow Maker” Paik, 

Luke “Sweetness” Watson, and Preston “The Thief” Whitehurst. These IRON 6 forged in 

the Fairbank Foundry would face a Heat as hot as a furnace blast from Hades’ ovens.  
As each teams’ big men prepared themselves for the tip off, a hush fell upon the crowd, 

the silence was broken by the explosive horizontal jumps of both boys as they leapt for 

the ball and first possession of the game….the Heat would claim first possession as the 

ball was slapped back to their players.  Though the first possession fell to the Heat, Zach 

“The Hit Man” Hasan swooped in to reclaim the ball and deftly drove to the basket to 

notch the first points of the game. Not to be undone, the Heat’s impressive offense 

answered with a basket of their own.  The first quarter proved to be a defensive slugfest 

where the Knockouts scored one more basket but the highlight of the 1st quarter came at 

the final millisecond when the Heat’s Kyle Karey sank a buzzer beater to level the score 

4 to 4.  
In the 2nd quarter, the Knockouts began turning the tumblers of their lockdown defense. 

The Knockouts employed a trap and any opposing player with the ball found themselves 

smothered and covered.  This defense proved to be effective and the Heat could not 

advance their score. The Heat’s Jackson Galiani and Colin Reing defensive pressure held 

the Knockouts to only 4 points for the quarter.  Going into halftime, the Knockouts held a 

four point lead. 
The 3rd quarter proved to be a breakout quarter for all the Knockouts both in offense and 

defense.  Offensively the crowd witnessed Johnny “The Knife” Fairbank slice and dice 

through the defense like a Ginzu through lettuce. Luke “Sweetness” Watson's aerial 

bombardment of buckets from all corners of the floor left the crowd in shock and 

awe.  Many of these buckets came from glass crashing rebounds by Henry “The Widow 

Maker” Paik and Alex “The Bull” Akbari.  These two round ballers can take a beating 

and keep on ticking.   Zach “Hit Man” Hasan continued putting himself in the right place 

at the right time. No matter the situation, Zach was there delivering buckets or key 

screens. Defensively, Preston “The Thief” Whitehurst proved that one boy can play two 

defensive positions at the same time. With all these assets in sync, the Knockouts 

widened their lead heading into the 4th Quarter.  
The Knockouts continued their unselfish play throughout the 4th quarter and added 

several more points which were needed due to a flurry of buckets scored by The Heats’ 

Kahn Kocabal.  Although the Heat had tacked on a few more points, the difference was 

too great and with the Knockouts' lockdown defense they easily held their lead till the 

buzzer sounded! 



 
 

 

 

 

 

Top 10 Division Scorers! 

 

 



Grades 3/4 Finals Highlights! 
 

 

 

 

 

   

   



Grades 5/6 Division A 
 

After getting pounded 54-31 in our lone regular season game vs 6th Grade 1A “Where’s 

Christian”, we the Legends Thunder, were determined as a team to never to let this 

happen to us again under any circumstance.  After solid wins of 52-16 and 34-21 in the 

first two rounds of the playoffs (vs. “Silent but Deadly’ and ‘Falls Church’ respectively), 

we were then faced with a rematch vs. “Where’s Christian” in the Little Legends 6th 

Grade 1A Championship game.   

 
As is Little Legends tradition, the championship game began with the playing of our 

National Anthem followed by each coach doing player introductions.  After coaching 3 

consecutive Legends Thunder teams to the Little Legends championship games, having 

the opportunity to introduce my players is perhaps my favorite part of the evening (of 

course seeing my guys with trophies is too!)  The Legends Thunder got off to a quick 

start with a 12-2 run early in the first period, punctuated by a breakaway layup from our 

resident “Point God” Daniel Shah.  “Where’s Christian” settled down and made it a 

contest at one point by closing to within 6 points of the lead. However the Legends 

Thunder came out on fire in the second half with persistent mega-rebounding from our 

low-post studs Eddy Mbangue ,Kavin Shingala and Jordan Mason, along with another 

monster defensive performance from our wingmen Cameron “the hitman” Hadley and Bo 

Jackson Hughes.  Our bench even got in the action with several key buckets down the 

stretch from our reserve wingmen Slammin’ Sammy Sarrantis and Dolan Cromley.  With 

contributions from the entire Legends Thunder squad, we were able to pull out to a 

double-digit lead for good early on in the 3rd quarter.   

 

The proudest achievement for the Legends Thunder coaching staff this spring season was 

having seen our squad go through a mid-season slump only to resurge with a vengeance, 

and post resounding statement making double-digit victories in all 3 of our playoff 

games.  

 



 

 

 

 

Top 10 Division Scorers! 

 

 



Grades 5/6 A Highlights! 
 

 

 

   
 

   

 



  

Grades 5/6 Division B 
It was the Narwhals first season playing together as a team. Having a tough regular 

season that included two tough losses to Division A teams and one forfeit, the Narwhals 

had flown under the radar all season as a serious contender for the championship. Having 

never played the Knockouts before, the Narwhals did not know what to expect. Missing a 

key player (Barrett Lathrop) and his excellent shooting, the Narwhals knew they had to 

be their best to take home the trophy. The stage was set for an exciting championship 

game, and the Narwhals were ready.  

The first three periods were a back and forth game that saw many lead changes. Having a 

bit of a rough start offensively, the Narwhals turned to the key to their success all season, 

defense. Nathan Hevia, Christian Marinaro, and Darius Ramsey fought hard in the paint 

to prevent open layups and control the boards. Ken Wainaina, Richard Gendron, Mateo 

Aguiar, and Daniel Wilson battled in the backcourt to prevent open shots and player 

penetrations. The game was quickly turning into a battle that was going to be decided by 

which team wanted it more. 

After three periods, the teams were only separated by a single basket turning this game 

into a real nail biter.  However in the fourth quarter the Narwhals unleashed their secret 

weapon, the full court press. Having worked on their full court defense all season, the 

Narwhals knew what needed to be done. The Narwhals worked together as a single unit 

denying the pass, stripping the ball, and trapping. It was an outstanding display of team 

basketball that required all players to be on top of their game. Mateo Aguiar’s 

phenomenal defense & ball handling and Nathan Hevia’s red hot shooting kept the team 

going in the fourth. Before long the Narwhals had built a comfortable lead, but knowing 

the Knockouts skills and hunger for the trophy they didn’t let up. It was very hard fought 

effort by both teams, but in the end the hard work and team play of the Narwhals paid off. 

It was a sensational game to end an outstanding season! 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Top 10 Division Scorers! 

 

 
 



Grades 5/6 B Highlights! 
 

 

 

 

   
 

   
 



Grades 7/8 Division 
 

This year's 7th-8th Grade Legends Championship game featured Team Takeover vs the 

Commonwealth Lakers.  Team Takeover headed into the game with an impressive win 

against the Hoop Dream Chasers.  While the Commonwealth Lakers found themselves 

struggling early with a resilient Little Havoc team.  Nonetheless, the Lakers manage to 

come away with the victory.   

 

In the prior matchup between the two teams, the Commonwealth Lakers defeated Team 

Takeover winning 43-36.  The Lakers headed into the finals with a remarkable 9-0 

record.  While TTO's 7-3, made them quite the underdog.  The anticipated matchup 

between the teams, started out with the player's announcements.  Lakers head coach 

Lucky Xayachak put on a fun and excited twist with the introductions, by introducing his 

players with stat lines like “…at Point Guard - He swam with man-eating crocodiles 

down the Nile River! - Sean Hilger", as it erupted the crowd with laughter.   

 

Once the National Anthem was played, it was all business on the basketball court.  The 

Lakers scored the first basket and found themselves up early.  Team Takeover manage to 

hang close only down, by two possessions.  The momentum was back and forth 

throughout the first half.  The Lakers aggressive defense led by PG Sean Hilger and SG 

Laitrell Xayachak was able to disrupt TTO's back court.  It allowed the Lakers easy 

transition lay-ups. PG Keilyn Heard was able to score on a variety of lay-ups while 

managing to dish out some great passes to younger brother PF Jailyn Heard. Those plays 

allowed the Lakers to go into half time was a slight, but commanding lead.   

 

In the second half, the Lakers came out more aggressive displaying a full court press, led 

by SF Marcus Cruz and SF Brian Tanni.  The press was so disruptive it caused TTO to 

take a early time out.  TTO's Miles Wilcox played a terrific game. Scoring 19 points, as 

he was able to keep TTO in the game.  Lakers C Evan Zajkowski was a force down low. 

 He was able to block and alter several shots in the paint.  Second half efforts by Lakers 

PF Josh Barker, SF Phillip Blanda and C Gaurav Ravichandran diving for loose balls, 

grabbing rebounds and caused TTO to commit several turnovers.  A brilliant show case 

of unselfishness and team effort, both on offense and defense resulted in a terrific 

Championship win. The Commonwealth Lakers finished a magnificent season undefeated 

at 10-0, also another highlight for the Commonwealth Lakers was winning the spring's 

Little Legend's Tournament.  

 

Special thanks for all the parents who helped with the clock and score keeping.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

Top 10 Division Scorers! 

 

 
 

 



Grades 7/8 Highlights! 
 

 

 

   
 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!  HOPE TO SEE YOU FOR THE FALL SEASON! 

 

 

Game Summaries by Coaches 

Pictures by the Commissioner 


